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Introduction

Since its initial inception, OpenFOAM has been shown to be a useful tool in the analysis
of solid mechanics problems, e.g. [1, 2]. Although the Finite Element (FE) method is
ubiquitous in the realm of computational solid mechanics, the Finite Volume (FV) method
is slowly gaining momentum as a real alternative. The current cell-centred FV approach
to solid mechanics employs a segregated solution procedure, where the momentum equa-
tion is temporally decoupled into components and solved, with outer iterations providing
the coupling. This method is extremely memory efficient but can suffer from poor conver-
gence when there is strong inter-component coupling. In these cases, a coupled solution
methodology would be favoured, where inter-component coupling is implicitly included
in a block matrix. This work presents the development of such a block-coupled solution
methodology for linear elastic solids.

Methods

Neglecting inertia and body forces, the equilibrium of an elastic Hookean body is given as:

∇ · [µ∇u+ µ∇uT + λtr(∇u)I] = 0 (1)

Applying the cell-centred FV method implies that face tractions (T = n ·σ) must be
discretised; this is achieved by decomposition into normal and tangential (shear) compo-
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nents:

T = nn ·T + (I− nn) ·T

=

Tn︷ ︸︸ ︷
(2µ+ λ)∇nun + λ∇tut +

Tt︷ ︸︸ ︷
µ∇nut + µ∇tun (2)

The normal derivate terms (∇n) are implicitly discretised using central differencing; the
tangential derivative terms (∇t) are discretised using the face Gauss method: cell-centre
displacements are implicitly interpolated to mesh vertices using inverse distance weighting,
and subsequently interpolated to the face edge centres. The described discretisation
requires all cell point-neighbours to be considered implicitly, in contrast to the current
OpenFOAM face-neighbour compact implicit molecule. Therefore, an extended sparse
matrix stencil has been developed and implemented. Using the recently developed block-
coupled tools [3], the resulting block system may be solved. It should be noted that the
matrix is not diagonally dominant and therefore an appropriate linear solver must be
chosen, such as Generalised Minimal Residual Method (GMRES).

To verify the methodology and examine its efficiency, a simple 2-D cantilever test case
has been prepared: 2 × 0.1 m; meshed with 4500 uniform quadrilateral cells; Young’s
modulus of 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3; vertical end traction of 0.1 MPa. The
segregated approach solves the problem in a wall time of 750 s, highlighting the difficulty
of a slender bending beam for a segregated approach. In contrast, the newly developed
coupled procedure solves the problem in a wall time of 6 s, resulting in a speed-up of two
orders of magnitude.

Conclusions

A fully implicit block-coupled FV methodology has been presented and verified. An
impressive speed-up has been shown for a bending cantilever test case justifying the
method. Future work will be directed towards ensuring efficient parallelisation of the
method as well as implicit discretisation of normal derivative non-orthogonal corrections.
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